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Michael D. Pettis
310 SE Yaquina View Dr.
Newport, OR 97365
Relaxing vessel "Base Permit" length restrictions,
When Groundfish limited entry was first implemented it made sense to restrict permits
being used on vessels to within five feet of the vessel's length that earned the permit,
and perhaps in the trawl fishery it still does.
On the fixed gear side of the groundfish fishery we now have essentially an
"Individual Quota system". Also we have a permit stacking provision where after the
base permit, additional stacked permits can be any size you can find.
While I understand that it might not be wise to totally eliminate the reference to the
length of a fixed gear vessel's base permit since we are trying to "maintain the
characteristics of the fleet", I feel that it could be relaxed a bit without changing the
characteristics of the fleet. After all, you can increase the beam of your vessel to
extremes and it doesn't matter at all.
Under the permit "tier" system a vessel has a given number of pounds to catch.
Making the vessel longer will not change the amount of sablefish the vessel can catch,
but it could make the vessel safer or more efficient in one of the other fisheries the
same vessel participates in.
I have a vessel that fishes black cod, albacore and crab. The vessel is 60 ft. long and
my black cod permit is 56.5 ft. so it will fit a vessel 61.5 ft. My vessel would be a
safer, more efficient crab boat at 65 or 66ft. If I added the length in the middle of the
boat, I could carry as many crab as I do now and have an additional empty crossing in
the fish hold, providing more bouyancy and increasing the vessel's freeboard, which
would make the vessel more seaworthy.
Would adding six feet in the middle of this boat lengthwise really change the
character of the fleet more than making this boat six or more feet wider?
Relaxing the base permit requirements to within 10 ft. instead of 5 ft. would allow
people more flexibility in making modifications to their boats without changing the
amount of blackcod they could catch. It would also make buying and selling permits
to fit a given boat somewhat easier.
Thank you for taking the time to consider this proposal.
Mike Pettis

Mr. Ray Monroe, salmon troller,
Pacific City, Oregon provided the
Council members with a DVD
entitled “Home of the Dory Fleet, A
Film About the Rugged Dorymen at
Pacific City, Oregon”.
Copies of this DVD may be
purchased on location at:
Pacific City Sporting Goods
Pacific City, Oregon
Or by contacting:
The Dorymen’s Association, Inc.
PO Box 728
Pacific City, Oregon 97135

